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Pages Tuesday, February 2, 2014 Suck It Up Tonight was supposed to be my night to go to Jenelle Evans' new fragrance launch party. We'd already been invited so I waited and anxiously waited for the invitation to finally arrive. After a four hour day of nonstop chaos at work I was finally able to pull myself away and call Jenelle. I was
excited and looking forward to actually being present for the event and "sucking it up" like my boss wanted me to. I put on my best fake smile as we arranged to meet at her house around 5:30. My decision not to wear makeup might have cost me a little bit of respect but I'd been awake since 3:45 and was starting to get hungry so I
decided to skip the liquid eyeliner, mascara, and lip gloss. Jenelle met me out front, looking stunning in a formal black dress and strappy heels. Jenelle Evans, 2/1/2014. We walked to her car and snuck into one of the many open spaces near the main entrance. I was just a few steps inside the front door when Jenelle's special guest,
Juliet Fernandez, walked into the same room. Jenny and I looked at each other and we both smiled. I thought, "is this what the concept of an "event" is all about?" Not like the half-time show for the St. Louis Saints. Jenelle Evans, 2/1/2014. I hadn't had a chance to ask Jenelle how she was. A text message from her boyfriend David

Eason interrupted my thoughts. "Hey girl! I was wondering what you're up to tonight? I'm having a little bachelor party. I need a little help..." Jenelle Evans, 2/1/2014. My second thought was "Thank God he's giving me a heads up before he has a little party of his own." Wait, what? So how was I supposed to know that Jenelle is David's
second wife and his first is on her way to his place? Jenelle Evans, 2/1/2014. It was going to be hard to get out of here. Every time we made a turn there was a sharp photographer trying to capture a shot. We're in the middle of nowhere and there's NO parking. I hate when that happens. On our walk back to the car I thought of how
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